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Who Who we are?we are?

ChainRider offers anChainRider offers an

ecosystem of tools andecosystem of tools and

services built around publicservices built around public

and private blockchain whichand private blockchain which

help you prototype and buildhelp you prototype and build

proprietary applications on theproprietary applications on the

blockchain in a fast and simpleblockchain in a fast and simple

manner.manner.



BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK
GENERATOR →

Configure your own blockchain network and deploy

it on premise or use our click-to-deploy feature to

deploy Hyperledger Fabric network on Google,

Amazon AWS or Azure cloud platform in less than a

minute.

SMART CONTRACT
GENERATOR →

Speed up smart contract development testing and

deployment.

Generate and deploy your Hyperledger Fabric blockchain network in couple

of clicks!

https://chainrider.io/docs/private-blockchain/#blockchain-network-generator
https://chainrider.io/docs/private-blockchain/#smart-contract-generator


SMART CONTRACT
MARKETPLACE →

Add advanced features to any network by

purchasing smart contracts from ChainRider's

marketplace. In addition to the Smart Contract

Generator tool, ChainRider provides a marketplace

of more advanced Smart Contracts which help

users explore and add more sophisticated features

to their blockchain network.

https://www.chainrider.io/learning-resources/contract-market-dash




Blockchain consulting services..


FULL�CYCLE BLOCKCHAIN/DLT AND DAPP DEVELOPMENT


BLOCKCHAIN/DLT MIGRATION STRATEGY AND IMPLEMENTATION


BLOCKCHAIN/DLT INTEGRATION WITH LEGACY SYSTEMS


BLOCKCHAIN/DLT CYBERSECURITY AUDIT AND HARDENING


BLOCKCHAIN/DLT TRAINING

We offer design, development and deployment consulting services in the

blockchain domain. If you need help with adopting blockchain technology do not

hesitate to contact us.





Meet the team

Dragan Boscovic

Chief Executive Officer

Ognjen Ikovic

Chief Technology Officer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/draganboscovic
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ognjen-ikovic-49591858


Milenko Tosic

Chief Research Officer

Sasa Pesic

Blockchain and Data Scientist



"ECD has automated Dash exchange"ECD has automated Dash exchange
process using ChainRider APIs for real-process using ChainRider APIs for real-
time monitoring of Dash addresses andtime monitoring of Dash addresses and

transactions."transactions."

Aleksandar Matanovic / Co-founder & CEO

ECD

https://ecd.rs/en/


Let's talkLet's talk
Demystify blockchain technology by applying it to real life useDemystify blockchain technology by applying it to real life use

cases.cases.

Let us help your blockchain solution take the next step.

info@vizlore.cominfo@vizlore.com

We'll respond to you within 24�48 hours.

VizLore LLC, SkySong, Suite 200

1475 N. Scottsdale Rd Scottsdale, AZ 85257

Website | LinkedIn | Twitter | YouTube

https://www.chainrider.io/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/vizlore-llc
https://twitter.com/VizloreIoT
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0he04pR8q3AFS_X3mKybhQ/featured

